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Power sector representatives, however, completely disagree. If the events of 4/11
(European notation) prove anything, it is that existing security measures and governance
structures work well, for the failure was quickly contained and repaired. The incon
venience to consumers remained minimal. The lights stayed on for the overwhelming
majority ofEuropean households and businesses. Where supply was cut, it was cut by pro
tection gear in a way that facilitated quick restoration, generally within 30 minutes (and
completely within two hours). President André Merlin of the French transmission system
operator RTE and others argue that “Europe~s power network had worked smoothly.”7 The
international transmission system operator organization UCTE (currently ENTSO-E) con
firms that “a Europe-wide blackout could be avoided. The decentralized responsibilities
of TSOs have demonstrated their efficiency.”8 A secure electrical Europe exists, success
fully built and operated by the power sector, not the EU: the UCTE system connects
some 450 million people “from Portugal to Poland and from Belgium to Romania” at an
“electrical heartbeat” of 50 Hz.9

Inventing Electrical Europe:
Interdependencies, Borders,
Vulnerabilities
Vincent Lagendijk and Erik van der Vleuten

Prologue: Contours of a critical event
November 4, 2006, late Saturday evening. German electric power transmission sys
tein operator E.ON Netz disconnects an extra-high voltage line over the Ems River at
the request of a northern German shipyard. This should allow the large cruise ship
Norwegian Pearl to pass safely from the yard to the North Sea. Other power lines are
supposed to take over the duties ofthe disconnected line as usual in this routine operation.
This evening is different, however. When E.ON Netz switches off the line the burden
on other lines in the network increases, as expected. Several of these are now operating
near their maximum capacity. Further fluctuations of electric currents cause one line to
overload and automatically shut down at 22:10:13. The following sequence of events is
astounding. Within a mere 14 seconds, a cascade of overloads and power lines tripping
spreads throughout Germany from northwest to southeast, each tripped line increasing
the burden on the rest of the system. In the next five seconds the failure cascades as
far as Rornania to the east, Italy to the south, and Portugal to the southwest. The inci
dent affects electricity supply in about 20 countries, and supply is cut selectively to some
15 million households. Via the Spain—Morocco submarine cable the disturbance reaches
Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia, where lines trip and consumers are left in the dark.’
The failure is soon repaired but the event continues to live on in the press and in polit
ical debate.’ Newspaper reports, such as the Associated Press article “German-Triggered
Blackout Exposes Fragile European Power Network,” quote pro-European Union (EU)
politicians, who argue that the blackout reveals an intolerable fragility of Europe~s elec
tric power grid.’ They blame this fragility on decentralized, insufficiently “European,”
power-grid governance by transmission companies and their international associations.
Romano Prodi Italian prime minister and former European Commission president
sees “a contradiction between having European [electric power] links and not having one
European [electric power] authority We depend on each other but without being able
to help each other, without a central authority.”4 The EU Ener~gy commissioner, Andris
Piebalgs, stresses that “these blackouts. are unacceptable” and “confirm the need for a
proper European ener,gy policy.”5 “European” here denotes EU intervention. Next follow
debates about an EU-level regulator, formally binding EU legislation, and an EU priority
interconnection plan.6
—

—
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Introduction
For a brief moment in November 2006, Europe’s electric power network became
highly visible to the broader public by virtue of its disturbance. The event
exposed a magnificent technological collaboration that spans and transcends the
subcontinent. Since their inception in the 1880s, electricity networks had pro
liferated, and by 1970 Europe had been linked up electrically from Lisbon to
Moscow and from Trondheim to Naples. This vast technological system, normally
performing silently in the background, came to bind Europe’s households, indus
tries, and nations in electrical interdependency. Proponents were delighted: this
transnational system allowed electric utilities to supply cheaper and more reli
able electricity to consumers for, contrary to Romano Prodi’s complaint cited
above, electric utilities have helped each other for about a century, providing
mutual security and system stability across national borders. Yet the events of
4/11 also suggested that transnational electric power collaboration came with new
transnational vulnerabilities, in which an incident in northern Germany can make
the lights go out in Portugal and Tunisia.’° Such events are all the more serious
since during the twentieth century, households, industries, administrations, and
other institutions developed an addiction to cheap and steady electricity supply.”
Either way, for good or ill, electric power networks tie together economies and soci
eties in a much more mundane way than EU politicians and institutions. Electrical
interdependency constitutes a major site for Europe’s “hidden” integration, occur
ring largely outside the spotlight of popular media, history books, and the formal
European integration process represented by the EU and its direct forerunners at
least until very recently.”
The 4/11 failure teaches us yet another important lesson. In particular, its subse
quent discursive career in EU policy-making shows that notions of “vulnerability”
and “European” were, and are, interpreted and contested among stakeholders.
Analysts should not take these terms for granted in any essentialist or prede
fined way: the very same events could mean proof of fragility and non-Europe
—

—
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to some, but reliability and successful European cooperation to others. Taking
one of these interpretations as our a priori definition would imply taking sides
and lending voice to one particular stakeholder while silencing others. Instead,
our narrative and analysis must capture how electrical Europe and its associated
interdependencies, reliabilities, and vulnerabilities were negotiated, shaped, and
interpreted as part and parcel of one and the same historical process.’3
This, then, is the aim of this chapter. We set out to inquire how, by whom, and
why Europe’s electrical interdependencies were built; how they were interpreted
in terms of reliability and vulnerability, and how different forms of vulnerability
were anticipated and reconciled in the process; and what was “European” about
all of this, in terms of electrical integration and fragmentation, inclusions in and
exclusions from institutional collaborations, and discursive claims to the notion of
“Europe.”4 To achieve this we synthesize older, nation-centered electricity histori
ography with recent work on electric internationalism into a transnational history
that appreciates and inquires about the complex, multilayered shaping of electrical
Europe.15 We have consulted the archives of relevant international organizations
as well as contemporary government and engineering publications to investigate
the role of perceived vulnerabilities herein. As we shall see, changing notions of
interdependency and vulnerability were heavily implicated in the electrical wiring
of Europe.

Inventing electric (inter)nationalism
Winter, 1921, An extraordinary drought in northern Italy reduces the production of
Italian hydroelectricity and threatens the industries of the country’s economic heartland,
the Po Valley. Local governments ration the available power to industry, while foreign
power companies come to the rescue. Coal power stations in Nancy and Vincey, France,
produce electricity for Zurich and Geneva, Switzerland. This move frees production capac
ity of the Alpine hydropower plants at Bruslo and Thusis, Switzerland, for emergency
power supply into neighboring Italy. These emergency measures are possible thanks to
recent interconnections of the power systems of the French, Swiss, and Italian utilities
involved, and successfully prevent the shutdown ofPo Valley industry.
After the crisis, this event, too, continues its career in politics. In March 1922, Paolo
Bignami, engineer and member of the Italian chamber of deputies, reports to a League of
Nations committee that the way in which northern Italy’~s problem was solved is “perhaps
a first step towards the solution of wider and more interesting problems.”6 Why should
the collaboration between utilities providing mutual backup stop at national frontiers?
So began international electric interdependency and vulnerability debates in the
League of Nations (established 1919, succeeded by the United Nations in 1946),
which would become an important setting for debating Europe’s electrical inte
gration in the interwar years. The 1921 event illustrates that, by then, several
electrical cross-border collaborations had been established, but these constituted
only “a first step” and much work remained to be done. In addition, the incident
underscores the relevance of economic and electrical vulnerability perceptions as a
leitmotif for this endeavor. Yet this time, cross-border collaboration by the electric
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power sector counted as a reliability-improving measure countering the threat of
blackout, not as a source of vulnerability and blackout as in the EU view of 4/11.
Also note that Bignami spoke of international and national power networks; the
notion of a “European power grid” had not yet been born.

The birth of cross-border collaboration
Such talk of international and national electricity infrastructure itself was rather
recent. Prior to the First World War, the national—international distinction had
been much less an issue. High-voltage, alternating current transmission had
developed rapidly since the 1 890s but was rarely interpreted in national, let
alone international, contexts. Early electric power systems instead served local or
(micro)regiOflal purposes. Since national borders were not yet key obstacles, and
state governments not yet important players, such local or microregional systems
were established within, as well as across, political borders.
Early cross-border systems took many forms. For instance, between 1894 and
1898 a dam and hydropower plant were constructed on the Upper Rhine at
Rheinfelden, a binational town on the border between the Swiss canton of Aargau
and the grand duchy of Baden, Germany. The formal border was the so-called
Thalweg, the deepest continuous line along the Rhine watercourse. A bilateral
agreement entitled each side to half of the electricity generated. The power
system was co-funded by electrochemical firm Elektrochemische Werke, which
built a plant near the hydroelectric station and became a major consumer. The
system grew to supply nearby villages on both sides of the border, and from
1906 it extended to Guebwiller in Alsace, France, by means of a 40 kV line.
The Rheinfelden system was now microregional, connecting consumers in three
countries. ‘~
Other models of early cross-border power systems include the Alpine
hydropower station of Brusio in the Swiss Canton of Ticino, erected in 1907 for
the purpose of commercial electricity export to northern Italian factories, The
Silesian city of Chorzow became implicated in cross-border electricity exchange
because of a border change: the city became Polish in 1922 but stayed electri
cally connected to the system of Zarborze, then still a German town (it later
became Polish too). In still other cases, existing utilities connected across bor
ders for mutual benefit. From 1915, collaborating municipal utilities in southern
Sweden exported surplus hydropower to the thermal power-based rural district
system of NESA, north of Copenhagen, Denmark, using a submarine power cable
under the øresund strait. The cable had been paid for by the receiving power
company.’8
In the continued absence of national power grids, microregional cross-border
initiatives ensued after the First World War. Czechoslovakian utilities with access
to large coal reserves near the German border engaged in cooperation with utilities
in the German states of Bavaria, Silesia, and Saxony. In Hungary the first stretch of
cross-border transmission line followed the electrification of the Budapest—Vienna
railroad completed in 1932. The Rheinisch-Westfälisches Elektrizitatswerk (RWE)
in Westem Germany, still one of Europe’s largest power companies today, con
nected its coal-fired system based in the Rhine-Ruhr area to the hydropowered
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system in the Austrian province of Voralberg by means of a 600 km transmission
line. This well-advertised engineering feat was completed in 1930 and promised
a bright future for long-distance power transmission.’9 By then, despite the lack
of a single integrated network, individual utilities in Austria, Czechoslovakia,
Denmark, France, Germany, Finland, Hungary, Italy, Lithuania, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, the Saar region (a League of Nations protectorate
between 1920 and 1935), Sweden, and Switzerland engaged in some form of
cross-border exchanges.2°
These developments coincided with the propagation of electrical collaboration,
though not necessarily across political borders, as state-of-the-art electrotechnical
science. The argument had already been pushed in the 1910s for instance,
by a prominent international authority, professor at the Berlin Institute of
Technology, and director of the large electrotechnical manufacturer Allgemeine
Elektrizitäts Gesellschaft, Georg Klingenberg.2’ At that time, power stations were
usually located near consumers, mostly in cities, and operated in isolation
from other power plants. New electrotechnical science developments, however,
enabled the interconnection of different power plants by high-voltage, alter
nating current power lines. The trick was to run such interconnected power
plants synchronously, meaning that all electromagnetic machines operated in
tune at one frequency. Once this was accomplished, existing power stations
could run in parallel and form one power pool, in which multiple power sta
tions jointly supplied much larger areas. Moreover, distant power stations sited
near mine mouths or hydropower resources could be integrated into such pools.
Adversaries pointed out that such power pools came with huge investments
in high-voltage, alternating current power grids.22 International authorities like
Klingenberg, however, stressed their vast economic advantages. Electricity could
be produced wherever it was cheapest in the pooi at any given moment, thus
exploiting the complementary characteristics of large (achieving economies of
scale) and small (avoiding overproduction when demand was low) power sta
tions, and of hard coal, lignite, diesel, and hydropower plants. Importantly,
cooperation also reduced the necessary investment in local backup units for
emergencies or maintenance: instead of guaranteeing full backup capacity for
each and every power plant, this could be drawn instantly from the pooi and
thus be shared among partners. Electrical collaboration in power pools was
therefore accompanied by a different way of providing backup and reliabil
ity management. In the following decades, secure and undisturbed operation
thanks to mutual backup and system stabilization (the larger the pooi, the more
power stations instantaneously counteract any disturbance of the shared fre
quency) became a key motive for setting up ever larger synchronized power
pools.23
—

Nationalization and internationalization
Along with the notion of power pools, however, came new actors and new
categories for electrification. While existing electric utility owners large and
small commercial companies, municipalities and other lower governments, rural
—

cooperatives jostled for position in the booming electricity sector, national
governments became an important new player. During the First World War, many
state governments not only introduced obligatory border passport requirements
that stayed in place after the war, but also increasingly committed to economic
nationalism. After November 1918, as hostilities still loomed and coal markets
remained distorted, governments often tried to interfere in electricity supply.
Where successful, they tightened their grip on prices, hydropower resource devel
opment, electricity exports, electricity as a national service, and national power
grid planning.24 The nation-state, in short, became a potent additional category
for electrification.
Indeed, Klingenberg’s early call for synchronized power pools had already
appealed to state governments as carriers of this development. While the sug
gestion was very controversial on Klingenberg’s home ground Germany such
schemes were actively discussed in the state governments of Saxony, Baden,
Bayern, Prussia, and Wurttemberg before the end of the First World War.25 By then
these discussions had been picked up elsewhere in Europe.26
To the West, the British government was alerted to the coal-saving advantages
of power poois during the war. By 1919, power poois were officially identified
as a potential source of national industrial strength in an Electricity Act that
pushed utilities towards voluntary national collaboration. By 1926, Britain’s loss
of national prestige and power was blamed explicitly on its continued backward
ness in electrical technology compared with Germany and the United States.
In response, a new Electricity Act set up the Central Electricity Board to build a
synchronized national power grid (power stations remained private until after the
Second World War), by and large operational ten years later.27
To the East, Russian electricity generation and distribution were completely
nationalized and forged into the largest electric power collaboration to date. As in
Britain, the decision process was rife with fears of electrical backwardness and its
implications for the national economy. Vladimir Lenin famously argued that
—

—

—

Communism is Soviet power plus the electrification of the whole country. Otherwise
the country will remain a small peasant country. Only when the country has
been electrified, and industry, agriculture and transport have been placed on
the technical basis of modern large-scale industry, only then shall we be fully
victorious [original emphasis] ~28
. .

Lenin then initiated and supervised the State Commission for Electrification of
Russia (GOELRO) in 1920, producing the TI.iian~ a~iexmpuçJ3uxaz~uu P.C.~.C,P,
an electrification plan for the entire Russian socialist republic including some
30 high-priority large power stations and extensive transmission networks. Less
centralized electrification schemes, privileging smaller urban and rural systems,
existed but were bypassed. This national electrification scheme, too, was largely
realized within a decade.29
In between East and West, governments interfered in various ways to varying
degrees of success. For instance, in the 1920s the Belgian, French, Luxembourg,
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Portuguese, and Swedish governments adopted national power grid schemes.3°
In countries where direct national government interference was ultimately
rejected, such as Denmark or the Netherlands, they still influenced the pattern
of electrification.3’ Overall, the strategic importance of energy and electrification
for the national economy was increasingly emphasized. In countries possess
ing vast black, brown, or white coal energy resources, these were relabeled as
“national resources,” which demanded national government control. In France
and Switzerland, the debate was about nationalizing hydropower resources.32
Berlin pushed hard to hold on to Upper Silesia and its coal resources, with
out which “Germany will fall apart completely.”33 Austria lost most of its coal
assets after the war, and its government embarked on a national electrification
scheme to utilize hydropower.34 Governments of energy-importing countries often
pushed national electrification schemes in order to optimize the use of resources
on a national level electrification should benefit the national economy rather
than urban or microregional ones.35 Electric nationalism came with notions of
national economy, autarky, and what we today would call national energy secu
rity. Thus, in our interpretation, state-initiated electrification often aimed to
counter perceived national economic vulnerabilities. As a result, the national ele
ment in electrification progressed steadily and constituted an additional layer to
microregional and local electrification patterns.
This development of electric nationalism, however, was contested not only by
existing players such as private, municipal, or cooperative utilities, resisting state
interference with varying degrees of success; often national grids only emerged
after the Second World War. Electric nationalism was also countered by a new
electric internationalism.36 Much of this movement was initiated and carried by
industry. Electrotechnical manufacturers and financial institutions joined forces in
multinational holding companies in order to construct power systems worldwide.
Examples include Elektrobank (Allgemeine Elektrizitats Gesellschaft combined
with German and Swiss banks) and Motor (Brown Boveri with Swiss finance).37
Moreover, the electrotechnical industry and electric utilities used international
organizations to create larger markets for equipment and to liberalize cross-border
electricity flows. The emerging debates at the League of Nations were an example
from the highest political stage of the attempt to shift the dominant concern for
national energy security towards the promises of mutual cooperation. In addition,
international cooperation was strengthened by setting up a series of new inter
national organizations addressing the electricity domain. The standard-setting
International Electrotechnical Commission had already existed since 1906; in the
1920s followed the International Council on Large Electric Systems, established
in 1921 to provide a platform for the exchange of information about electric
ity generation and high-voltage transmission in large systems; the World Power
Conference (currently World Energy Council), conceived in 1923 to restore a shat
tered European electricity industry, although the agenda immediately expanded to
cover all forms of energy; and the International Union of Producers and Distribu
tors of Electrical Power (currently Eurelectric), established in 1925 on the initiative
of Italian, French, and Belgian utilities.38
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The rise of the national as a category for electrification thus came with
new structures for international collaboration. Notably, while the new inter
national organizations gladly used terms like “international” and “world” in
their names, their membership was overwhelmingly, and sometimes exclusively,
European. Still, “Europe” as such had not yet been claimed as a lead category for
electrification. So far when we have spoken of “Europe” we have implicitly pro
jected a broad yet imprecise geographical notion of the term thus made sure
to include Russia, unlike many present-day political identifications of “Europe”
with the EU. When “Europe” became an explicit actor category for electrification
around 1930, it did indeed have a pan-European scope (Figure 3.1).
—

—
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November 20, 1932. The Dortmunder Rundschau newspaper enthusiastically reports
from an exhibition by architect Hermann Sorgel.3° The exhibition displays a plan of
unprecedented imagination, ingenuity, and magnitude. For one, it displays technical
drawings and scale models ofa dam closing the Mediterranean at the Straits ofGibraltar.
Since more Mediterranean water evaporates than rivers contribute, this would cause the
water level to decrease and create new space for human settlement. Next, hydroelectric
power plants situated at the Gibraltar dam and several secondary dams would produce
more electricity than all Europe~s existing power plants combined. This electricity would
be distributed all over the continent by means of a pan-European high-voltage grid.
Uniting Europe~s states in electrical interdependency, the scheme would provide unity,
prosperity, and peace for a war-prone continent: “the integration ofEurope by power lines
is a better peace warranty than treaties on paper; because in destroying these power lines,
each nation would destroy itself”40
The plan is originally presented as the “Panropa project” to express support for the
flourishing Pan-European movement. Its new 1932 name of “Atlantropa project” further
denotes that Europe and Africa will be forged into a new continent able to withstand
the rising powers of Asia and America. After the Nazi takeover the plan is adjusted
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the southeastern section of the French Association of Electricians, proposed a
power pool including 3000 km of ultra-high-voltage power grids stretching from
Trondheim, Norway, in the north to Naples, Italy, in the south, and from Lisbon,
Portugal, in the west to Russia in the east. It would integrate Europe’s massive, yet
scattered, hydropower resources into one energy economy. At the World Power
Conference held in Berlin that same year, Oskar Oliven, director of the Gesellschaft
für elektrische Unternehmungen, presented a European electric power program
involving 9750 km of power lines. This power pool had a similar geographic
reach and was fed by large hydropower stations, mostly in Scandinavia and the
Alps, and thermal power plants near Europe’s major coal deposits. In 1930, Ernst
SchönhOlZer published another, fourth, vision of a “European power grid” in the
leading Swiss engineering journal. His scheme involved no less than 15,000 km of
power lines from Dublin and Lisbon to Istanbul and Moscow.43
Three aspects of this sudden boom in European electrification schemes are
important to our analysis. First, “Europe” became vigorously promoted as a
category for electrification. While Viel presented his design as an add-on to
a French national power grid, the others foregrounded “Europe” as the pre
ferred unit for electrification. Their designs differed in detail but all clearly
interpreted Europe on a macroregional scale, embracing or even transcending
the Continent.44 SchOnholzer, like Sorgel, prioritized the promise for Europe’s
future that electrification held and did not eschew technological challenge. His
design, accordingly, included power lines reaching Moscow in the, East and
Dublin, Glasgow, and Manchester in the West; the latter came with a dam across
the English Channel.45 Sorgel’s scheme, as we saw, did not even accept the
Mediterranean as Europe’s southern border: the sea should be connector rather
than border, as it had been in ancient times, and his power grid extended well
into northern Africa and the Middle East in a clearly colonialist mindset. Oliven
and Viel, by contrast, were more concerned with the technical and financial
feasibility of their schemes. They discussed state-of-the-art electrotechnical sci
ence and construction possibilities, and provided cost estimates. This led Oliven,
deterred by the technical challenges of crossing the English Channel and the
vast distances of Russia, to exclude Britain, nearly all of Russia, and the Baltic
states. Still, his design had quite a pan-European scope, stretching from Lisbon
and Calais in the West to the Donets River basin (a River Don tributary) across
the Ukrainian-Russian border in the East. After all, he added, if freight trans
port, telecommunications, and radio networks crossed the Continent, why not
electric power systems? Certainly electricity grids were much less difficult to estab
lish than railroad lines, which by then traversed the Continent from Lisbon to
Vladivostok.46
Second, in our reading, pan-European electric integration was articulated as
a response to several perceived political and economic vulnerabilities. In this
respect they resembled nation-based electrification schemes aimed at counter
ing national economic and political problems. Yet they differed in spotlighting
nationalism itself as the main problem. The authors here drew on increasingly
popular ideas of European political unification and the European movement,
which experienced an apogee in this period.47 Oliven connected to this tendency
—

Figure 3.ld The British national grid.
Source: Legge, 1931, p. 123.

to Nazi ideology, posing Greater Germany and the Italian Empire as Atlantropa~s pil
lars. In 1949 the Atlantropa Institute advertising the project has about 700 members
and eight branches in different German cities. In 1952, Sorgel dies, nuclear power takes
over hydropower’s role in [the] political and public ii nagination, and A tiantropa fades
to the background. The Atlantropa Institute is closed in 1960. Decades later, Sörgel’s
Gibraltar Dam re-emerges in public discourse as an e.xamnple oftechnocratic megalomania
and ecological nightmare. By contrast, his transmission grid design implicitly echoes in
present-day sustainable energy visions ofa “supergrid,” a single high-capacity power grid
integrating off-shore wind parks in the North Sea, Baltic Sea, and Mediteranean; Nordic
and Alpine hydropower plants; and Sahara and Arabian desert solar power plants, thus
joining Europe, the Middle East and north Africa in energy and environmental unity.4’
Thus reads an abridged biography of the most imaginative of interwar visions of
electrical Europe. It was conceived around 1930 along with several other schemes
of what we today would call a “supergrid.”42 In 1930, George Viel, president of
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superficially by framing electric power as a challenge “for all peoples of Europe”
and emphasized how “the idea of peaceful cooperation between all people.. is
steadily gaining currency.”48 Sorgel and Schönholzer explicitly announced support
for the pan-European movement and imported some of the fears of this move
ment into the electricity domain. Pan-European movement spokespersons sought
to unite Europe politically as a counter move to, on the one hand, the intrin
sic capacity of Europe’s states to prioritize national self-interest at the expense
of economic fragmentation, military expenses, and the permanent threat of war
and self-destruction; and, on the other hand, the rising powers of the United
States, the Soviet Union, and Asia.49 Schönholzer and Sorgel explicitly repro
duced these concerns: In Schönholzer’s words, “what if we, usually so ‘clever’
Europeans, set aside our ‘political tensions’ once and for all, and created inter
national power highways as a symbol of a basic cultural community~ which will
not bring military expenses and war to individual states but profits for the econ
omy? [original emphasis]”° For Sorgel, electrical interdependency was a better
peace guarantee than paper treaties: “Europe is a large cage with singular cells
[the individual countries]. Those who dare open their cage for the sake of a
beautiful idea [Europe’s political unification] become prey of the others. Only a
common, simultaneous interlinking in a high-voltage network creates a European
Union.”5’ This unification was all the more urgent since Europe was increas
ingly squeezed between the rising powers of Asia and the Americas, and Sorgel
envisaged a world of three great powers: the three As
Asia, America, and
Atlantropa.
Third, it is important to note that none of these schemes was realized. Though
for the most part technologically and financially possible, they did not gain suffi
cient support. Only for a brief period of time did ideas of a pan-European power
pool gain strong momentum. Political support came particularly from the League
of Nations and the International Labour Office.52 The League added European elec
tricity system planning to the agenda of its Commission of Enquiry for European
Union at the suggestion of Belgian representatives.” The International Labour
Office promoted a European electricity grid to diminish international political
tensions and provide employment during the Great Depression. However, their
envisioned model of top-down construction of a European power grid, backed
by political will and international financing, became a road not taken. In a
context of economic depression and increasing national strategic interests, inter
national financing plans for a European power grid were torpedoed. Domestic
pressures, not least coal-mining interests, caused even the Belgian initiators to
shift sides.’4 Many engineers now favored a gradual and decentralized approach
to European interconnection, based on national electrification schemes that could
subsequently be connected. The Europeanists became isolated, and the push
to build a supranational electricity system ended. System-building activity was
left to power companies and national governments. The concept of a European
power grid countering economic and political vulnerabilities, however, was there
to stay. It was now seen as a patchwork of gradually emerging and collabo
rating national networks, rather than a supranational system to be built from
scratch.
.

. . .
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At the end of this period, another unrealized pan-European electrification
scheme added yet another aspect to the theme of electricity and vulnerability. The
role of electricity supply in war had been acknowledged since the First World War.
English and German governments found power pools attractive instruments to
economically power their war industries in times of fuel shortages; the French gov
ernment pushed transmission lines to cater to the Maginot Line, the fortifications
on the Franco-German border; and the entire Dutch-Belgian border was sealed by
a 1.80 m high, 2,000 Volt electric fence to electrocute war refugees, deserters, vol
unteers to the Allied forces, spies, and smugglers.” In response, electricity supply
system elements themselves became important military targets.’6 Worse, in the age
of aviation, bomber planes could follow power lines to key centers of consump
tion, including strategic war industries. When designing a European power grid to
integrate an envisioned Neuropa from the Atlantic to the Ural Mountains, Nazi
engineers therefore opted for an underground system. Fritz Todt, general inspec
tor for water and energy and a civil engineer, argued that underground cables were
safe from atmospheric disturbances, air attacks, and sabotage. Besides, they did not
disfigure the landscape and did not interfere with electric communications.’7 This
underground system was not realized either, as its implementation was delayed
and started only a few months before the final defeat of the Nazi regime. The
military vulnerability of overhead power systems, however, was widely recog
nized after the war, especially when interrogated Nazi military leaders stated their
surprise that Allied bombers had neglected this major vulnerability of their war
economy (Figure 3.2).58

Wiring and securing mesoregional Europe
Bretagne, western France, January 12, 1987. Very cold weather and massive use of elec
trical heaters by consumers trigger the failure of three out of four active units of the
Cordemais thermal power station. Nine thermal and nuclear units in neighboring power
stations fail in turn. Lights go out in Paris and Le Havre, and the disturbance threatens
the integrity of the French system as well as the synchronized power pool of the Union
for the Coordination ofProduction and Transport of Electricity (UGPTE), which by now
covers most of Western Europe.’9 Network operators ofElectricité de France massively dis
connect consumers in order to rebalance production and demand. In addition they draw
power from Spanish, German, and Belgian partners. Belgian operators, in turn, import
power from German and Dutch plants. Belgian network operators prevent further elec
tricity export as their own system threatens to break down; Swiss operators start two
hydropower units to counter a domestic frequency dip; and Italian dispatchers start addi
tional power units to stabilize their frequency. Yet consumers in these countries, and in
eastern France, do not notice the stress on their power grids at all; the failure is suc
cessfttlly contained and repaired. The incident inspires a sharpening of French security
measures but is widely cited as an example of effective international collaboration to
contain and counter power system disruptions.6°
The events of January 12, 1987, exposed a large-scale increase in power pools
in the postwar era. Power supply in western France was now embedded in the
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transnational synchronized power pool of the UCPTE, which we characterize as
a mesoregional collaboration (as opposed to subnational microregional power
pools and imaginary interwar macroregional, pan-European pools).6’ By 1987 it
included power companies from many countries in Western and Continental
Europe, but excluded Scandinavia, Britain, and so-called Eastern Europe. These
areas possessed synchronous transnational power pools of their own. Cooperation
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1980s, some organizational sociologists even called electric power pools “high
reliability organizations”: in an age of increasingly complex technological sys
tems, they provided a remarkably high degree of service reliability.62 The 1987
events also demonstrate a particular form of coping with potential failures: emer
gency response in Western Europe was decentralized in the hands of individual
power companies, not their international organizations or government institu
tions. We now turn to the historical processes shaping this particular material,
institutional and discursive makeup of postwar electrical Europe.
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between such mesoregional power pools existed but took an asynchronous, and
therefore less immediate and tightly coupled, form.
The 1987 events also reveal an important change in vulnerability perceptions
and priorities. Synchronous power pools originally served to reduce socioeco
nomic, political, and military vulnerabilities. Once in place, European economies
and societies increasingly depended on their undisturbed functioning, and secur
ing a power supply itself became a major concern. The 1987 events confirmed
to many observers that transnational power pools did this job well. By the late

Two models for mesoregional collaboration
Postwar mesoregional collaborations came in two different models of electrical
interdependency, each with its own implications for vulnerability. A first and
very influential model developed in the continental part of Western Europe.
After several years of debating and preparations, power company representatives
from Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg, the
Netherlands, Austria, and Switzerland founded the non-governmental UCPTE in
1951. Its chief aim was to coordinate a transnational power pooi. Seven years later,
synchronized operation in the UCPTE supply area was operational.63
Two observations on this collaboration are particularly important to us here.
First, UCPTE spokespersons regularly claimed to work for “Europe.” In 1955,
Heinrich Freiberger of the Vereinigung Deutscher Elektrizitatswerke hoped that
the UCPTE “shall be allowed to continue to work silently and effectively for Europe
and therefore for the greater good of humanity and of peace.”64 On the occasion
of its 20th anniversary, Italian UCPTE president P. Facconi emphasized the orga
nization’s “historic importance for its remarkable contribution to the ideal of a
‘United Europe’.”65 Most of the time, however, European integration ideals were
absent. The 1954 statutes do not speak of “Europe” at all but foreground inter
nal power sector advantages. Importantly, these had an economic and a reliability
component. As for economics, a transnational power pooi enabled an economic
mix of power stations, and should in particular help to eliminate losses of excess
hydropower in postwar Europe. In a synchronous power pooi, all available water
could be led through the turbines and fed into the power pool, instantaneously
enabling a fuel cost reduction in thermal power stations elsewhere in the sys
tem. Hydropower wastes had largely been eliminated in the UCPTE system by
1970.66 As for reliability, the key motive was that in a synchronous collaboration,
any power-station failure would be counteracted in a matter of seconds by other
generators in the pooi. In this way, “all production units in the synchronous sys
tem jointly counterbalance the disturbance of one power station, regardless if this
power station is located in Lisbon, Palermo or Hamburg, Le Havre or Vienna.”67
Second, and contrary to the next model of transnational collaboration we dis
cuss below, these concerns for economic and reliability advantages translated
into a decentralized model of transnational organization. This choice had been
in the making for several years. After a devastating Second World War, Western
European policy-makers and utility representatives looked to the United States
for examples. US Marshall Plan (1947—195 1) negotiators pushed supranationally
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owned and financed European power plants in a centrally planned and controlled
power pool.68 Such a system would boost the Western European economy and
thereby provide a barrier to the spread of communism. Accordingly, the Marshall
Plan’s International Power Program should finance “projects [~.J selected without
regard to national frontiers. “69 As in the 1 930s, however, electric utility representa
tives preferred a looser collaboration. Visiting the United States on a Marshall Plan
Technical Assistance Mission, they were impressed by the centralized, state-of-theart Pennsylvania_~~~ Jersey Interconnection, which used a single control center
to manage electricity production and load management of the entire collabora
tion in an effort to optimize the overall system economy. However, they found
this system unfit for Europe. The South Atlantic & Central Areas Group example
would serve better: this huge interconnected system connecting the Great Lakes
to the Gulf of Mexico and was organized in a decentralized way as a voluntary
association of over 80 partner companies. Each partner managed power supply in
its own supply area.
Just as the operators of the South Atlantic & Central Areas Group found that by
far the larger part of the economic advantages of interconnected operation could
be gained within the relatively small systems of single companies, so it has been
found in Europe that the major advantages are to be gained within national fron
tiers.70 Back in Europe, these power company representatives accordingly managed
to divert funds from the International Power Program to distinctly national
projects. Additional cross-border power exchanges were to be left to free negotia
tions between partners, and the UCPTE was established to coordinate this effort.7’
In this scheme the UCPTE was intentionally set up as a non-government~~
coordinating body of power company and power authority representatives who
participated on the basis of personal membership and voluntary adherence to
UCPTE recommendations 72 Power companies in the UCPTE pool remained fully
in charge of their control centers, network-building, and supply in their own sup
ply areas. They also decided on, financed, built, owned, and operated cross-border
connections. The UCPTE merely provided coordination and facilitation.~~ Impor
tantly, UCPTE spokespersons stressed that “decentralization is indispensable for
economy, security, and continuity of supply on the regional level,” for individual
power companies knew the particulars of their situation best. Thus “a European
centralized control centre.. does not exist and could not function properly,
because it would not be able to see the needs of the separate regional networks.”74
The events of January 12, 1987 illustrate UCPTE procedures in which power-grid
disturbances were not countered centrally by the UCPTE but by individual power
company operators restoring supply in their respective supply areas.
This decentralized organizational form was reflected in power-grid construc
tion and electricity flows. In some areas, utilities were internationally minded
and developed power grids and exchanges accordingly, most notably in the case
of Austrian and Swiss power collaborations with neighboring power companies.
In other parts of the UCPTE zone, cross-border grids and exchanges remained
minor, and microregional or national power circulation was clearly dominant.
To the dismay of the European Commission, by 2000, countries such as Germany
and France had a poor “interconnection capacity” (the import capacity relative to
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domestic generating capacity) of less than 10 per cent. Italy, Greece, Spain, and
Portugal, which had joined the UCPTE later, did not even reach 5 per cent.75
A second model of mesoregional collaboration developed in the Soviet Union
in the late 1950s, when the Russian United Power System embraced other Soviet
republics into one huge transnational synchronized system. Incidental links had
preceded this initiative, such as a 1955 link to Estonia. Yet in 1959, Nikita
Khrushchev unrolled a formidable electrification scheme in his Seven Year Plan,
which was accepted by the 21st Party Congress. The plan envisaged a set of
mutually interconnected power poois including a Center Pool (around Moscow)
interconnected to a Middle Volga pooi and a Ural pool, a Southern Pool (Ukraine
and Moldova), and a Northwestern Pool (the Baltic region and Belorussia).76 Not
unlike the Russian GOELRO plan of the 1920s, the rationale was to boost industrial
growth by pooling power resources scattered throughout the Soviet Union, thus
allowing efficient deployment of available power stations, avoiding load peaks by
combining consumers in six different time zones, and sharing backup capacity
“to maintain the reliability of a power supply.”77 In 1965, experts calculated that a
power pooi in the European part of the Soviet Union could save more than 1,000
MW of installed capacity and another 600 MW by reducing peak loads. By the late
1980s the United Power Systems consisted of no fewer than nine interconnected
power poois, extended into Central Europe, Siberia, and the Trans-Caucasus, and
covered some 10 million sq. km equalling the size of conventional geographical
Europe from the Atlantic to the Urals (Figure 3.3).78
—

Figure 3.3 The United Power Systems by the early 1980s pierces the Urals as a potential
border of Electrical Europe.
Source: Sagers and Green, 1982, p. 292. Reproduced by permission of The Geographical Review and the
American Geographical Society.
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This impressive collaboration differed in several ways from the UCTPE collab
oration discussed above, with due implications for vulnerability issues. In line
with prevailing paradigms of centrally planned economies, the Soviet Union’s
transnational system was centrally planned, managed, and controlled. Since the
inauguration of the Moscow Central Dispatch Center in 1926, additional control
centers had been established for the Southern pool (Ukraine/Moldova) in 1940,
for the Urals in 1942, for Siberia in 1959, and for the Middle Volga in 1960. Yet to
manage the new mesoregional collaboration, in 1967 a renewed Central Dispatch
Center was set up in Moscow to serve the entire Soviet Union. This monitored the
other integrated systems, controlled the trunk lines interconnecting them, and
administered power exchanges between collaborating pools.79
This leads us to a second and related difference. While both collaborations
aimed at industrial and economic growth, the UCPTE partners focused on
exchanges and projects within national borders and set up the UCPTE itself
as sort of add-on. The Soviet scheme, by contrast, was designed to transport
huge amounts of energy across the borders of participating republics. This was
particularly urgent as 90 per cent of the Soviet Union’s energy resources lay
outside the urbanized areas in the “center zone.” Thus the Center Pool around
Moscow massively imported power from the Northwestern, Southern, and Volga
systems.8° Notably, transporting large capacities across vast distances required
a “backbone supergrid system” for high-capacity exchanges, which in Western
Europe had been envisaged in the 1930s but never got off the ground.8’ This, in
turn, demanded massive investment in ultra-high-voltage transmission technol
ogy. By the end of the Cold War the Soviet system operated interconnections up
to 750 kV, transported capacities between participating power pools up to 5 GW,
and was preparing for 1,150 kV transmission. By comparison, UCPTE partners used
transmission voltages of up to 380 ky.8’
Finally, we observe that the UCPTE claimed to work for “Europe” even though,
as critics would have it, it included only a string of states on the western side of the
peninsula.8’ By contrast, the Soviet system covered much larger parts of geograph
ical Europe and beyond, but eschewed any reference to the term “Europe.” This
absence partly reflects the fact that Europe’s Ural border was erased by electric
power networks. In addition, it follows a broader discursive change. During the
revolutionary period, Trotskyist authors had interpreted “Europe” as an economic
term and included Russia in an economically modernizing Europe, discursively
opposed to “Asian” tsarist autocracy and traditions. From the Second World War,
however, “Europe” was increasingly perceived as an area divided between a “true”
socialist half and a “false,” US-dominated capitalist half.84 In Khrushchev’s famous
words in the journal Foreign Affairs, the main category for economic development
now became the “community of socialist countries,” increasing their economic
power and consolidating world peace, since “the material might and moral influ
ence of the peace-loving states will be so great that any bellicose militarist will
have to think ten times before risking going to war.”8’ Accordingly, transnational
electrification schemes rhetorically bypassed the notion of “Europe” and foregrounded first the Union of Soviet Republics and then the Socialist Brotherhood,

regardless of its geographical position, as its primary object. This discursive shift,
by the way, did not prevent pragmatic explorations of electricity collaboration and
interconnection to Western European partners by the mid-1960s, motivated not
least by prospects of massive energy exports to Central and Western Europe.86
Electrical alliances on the move
These two models of mesoregional electrical collaboration inspired similar initia
tives elsewhere on the subcontinent. Their nearly simultaneous establishment in
the first half of the 1960s suggests a mutual influence. By 1970 these externally
connected, internally synchronized transnational power poois linked up power
stations and consumers from Lisbon to Moscow. This particular configuration of
electrical Europe is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
The UCPTE model was more or less copied in Northern and Southern Europe,
although forms of collaboration between mesoregional groupings might differ.
In Southern Europe, Iberian UCPTE membership was complicated: the Spanish
and Portuguese dictatorships were international personas non grata and sought
political and economic isolation,87 Spanish, Portuguese, and French power com
panies therefore set up their own Franco-Iberian Union for Coordination and
Transport of Electricity (UFIPTE) in 1963. Its motives
hydropower pooling
and mutual system stabilization and statutes were similar to those of UCPTE.
Through France, UFIPTE operated synchronously with the UCPTE pooi from 1964:
—

—
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Electrical Europe by 1976 is represented by mutually connected mesoregional
power pools. Numbers represent power lines.
Source: UCPTE 1976, p. 199. Reproduced by permission of ENTSO-E.
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Figure 3.4b Electrical Europe in the early 1990s. The symbol ~÷ represent asynchronous
connection. Dotted lines represent planned projects.
Source: Based on Hammons et al. 1998.

institutional fragmentation masked physical integration, until the Iberian part
ners became full UCPTE members in 1987.88 Likewise, Austrian and Italian power
companies, desiring a politically sensitive collaboration with hydropower-rich
Yugoslavia, founded SUDEL in 1964, which again resembled the UCPTE. SUDEL
and the UCPTE cooperated synchronically from 1975 to achieve greater reliabil
ity, particularly for the Yugoslavian (and the soon-to-participate Greek) system.
SUDEL members also became full UCPTE members in 1987.89 All parties agreed
that expansion of the synchronous zone improved the stability and reliability
of the joint system. Scandinavian power companies also mimicked the UCPTE
model but adopted asynchronous collaboration with other groupings that still
holds today. In postwar Northern Europe, a Nordic political and economic integra
tion process initially was considered to be a valid alternative to Western European
integration, which resulted in a Nordic Council (1952), a Nordic Passport Union
(1954), and at the suggestion of the Nordic Council the Nordic power collab
oration NORDEL (1963), coordinating a Nordic power pooi, NORDEL, too, was
set up along the decentralized and voluntary model of the UCPTE.9° The two
groupings collaborated on asynchronical high-voltage direct current submarine
cables, which do not transmit frequency, do not require tuning of both systems,
and accordingly lack the advantages of immediate mutual system stabilization
and support. Plans for synchronous collaboration were discussed in the 1960s
but rejected as expensive and risky; the necessary modifications to the existing
system would not outweigh the gains.9’ The exception that proves the point was
the NORDEL partner in continental western Denmark, which for similar economic
—

—

reasons chose to maintain its traditional synchronous collaboration with north
ern German UCPTE partners. It collaborated by asynchronous direct current links
with its NORDEL partners, including eastern Denmark.9’
The vulnerability implications of direct current connection were foregrounded
in the British choice. In the late 1950s a study committee recommended a syn
chronous alternating current connection to the UCPTE pooi to benefit system
stabilization, among other reasons. Yet the committee noted that asynchronous,
direct-current connections had other reliability advantages, such as providing a
barrier to cascading frequency disturbances that can only travel in systems with
frequency synchronization. Intensive Swedish lobbying on behalf of Swedish
direct-current cable manufacturer ASEA ultimately won over the French and
British parties for a direct-current connection, The British national grid was
connected to France by direct current in 1961 and remains so today.9’
Finally, a major division in postwar electrical Europe followed the so-called Iron
Curtain or, in this case, the “Electric Curtain” between East and West.94 Cen
tral Eastern European utilities were inspired by the system in the Soviet Union.
In the context of the Council for Mutual Economic Assistance (COMECON, 1949),
members discussed the pooling of fuels and an international power grid by 1954.
In 1956, COMECON discussed the construction of interconnections between the
German Democratic Republic (GDR) and Poland, with a possible extension to
Czechoslovakia. An internationally interconnected electricity system was seen
as the next move.9’ Rules of cooperation were established in December 1957.96
In a first phase the GDR, Poland, Hungary, and Czechoslovakia were connected
through 220 kV lines between 1957 and 1960. Western Ukraine followed in 1962,
with Rosnania and Bulgaria in 1963—4. Their Interconnected Power Systems, also
known as the Mir or Peace Grid, now involved seven socialist states. In terms of
governance the new power pooi partly followed the Soviet model: bilateral nego
tiations between national power authorities continued to dominate in practice as
in the West, but a common, centralized control center established in Prague in
1962—3, the Central Dispatch Organization, was allowed to implement electricity
exchange schemes between member states on a day-to-day basis,97
Externally the Central Eastern European pool was synchronized with the Soviet
system in 1962.98 In the 1960s, both pools formed a bipolar system with key
control centers in Prague and Moscow. In the 1970s, however, the collaboration
increasingly functioned as a single centralized power pool, as the Moscow control
center took charge of frequency regulation as well as the exchange programs of
individual countries.99 Conversely, collaboration across the Electric Curtain was
difficult and marginal certainly when compared with the successful establish
ment of East—West trade in natural gas (Chapter 2, this volume). In electricity
supply, however, energy trade was not the sole driver of transnational collabo
ration, as we saw above. System stabilization was an equally important, if not
more important, concern, and in this respect the UCPTE was hesitant to pursue
synchronous collaboration with Central and Eastern European systems that did
not comply with UCPTE security norms.’°° This is not to say that visions of
large-scale power trade were absent; yet they were less dominant than in the
—
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case of natural gas pipelines, and more easily thwarted. Thus a promising 1963
plan to export Polish coal-based power via Czechoslovakia to Bavaria in West
Germany was successfully blocked by NATO.’°’ Only a few asynchronous con
nections between East and West materialized, including the link via Yugoslavia
(supported by NATO to lure Yugoslavia further away from the socialist block),
a link between Czechoslovakia and neutral Austria, and Finnish-Russian and
Bulgarian-Greek links.’02
The end of the Cold War did not eliminate the Electric Curtain but pushed it
eastward. Polish, Czech, Slovak, and Hungarian power companies now set up yet
another organization, CENTREL (established in 1992; terminated 2006), halted
synchronous collaboration with the former Soviet system and began synchro
nized cooperation with the UCPTE in 1995.103 Their motives included envisioned
lucrative power exports to the West, besides the traditional arguments of pool
ing reserve capacity, emergency support, and frequency stabilization. Full UCPTE
membership was obtained in 1999. Traditional partners, such as the western
Ukrainian, Romanian, and Bulgarian power authorities, followed in 2002 and
2004.104 In the northeast, Estonian, Latvian, and Lithuanian power companies
developed similar plans, but economic interests in power exports to Russia pre
vented that move for the time being.’°’ Europe’s Electric Curtain now roughly
followed the border of the late Soviet Union.
The UCPTE power pool, meanwhile, had grown considerably. After absorb
ing Southern, Central, and Eastern European members, it began synchronous
collaboration with Moroccan, Algerian, and Tunisian power companies via the
1997 Spain—Morocco submarine cable. Again, reliability considerations weighed
heavily: the cable was designed for an anticipated change to more economical
direct-current operation, but this change was not implemented because syn
chronous connection greatly improved the stability of the Moroccan system.106
The huge synchronized area became known as the Trans European Synchronously
Interconnected System.
Thus “Electrical Europe” emerged as it (by and large) still looks today. Vulner
ability considerations informed choices for either synchronous or asynchronous
collaborations between distinct power pools. Synchronized power pools provide
instantaneous backup and stabilization to participants; asynchronous links did
not have these advantages but are able to halt cascading blackouts of the sort that
threatened the synchronous UCPTE system on January 12, 1987. The “European
blackout” of November 4, 2006 clearly exposed the present geography of electri
cal interdependency: the frequency disturbance traveled from northern Germany
to the Iberian peninsula, Central Eastern and Southeastern Europe, and northern
Africa. By contrast, it could not cross the asynchronic barriers to Scandinavia,
Britain, the Commonwealth of Independent States, the Baltic Republics, and
Turkey.107 Notably, in 2010, Turkey joined the synchronous “European” power
pool, illustrating that the attractions of synchronous collaboration may still out
weigh its risks, and that the dynamics of European electrical integration differ
from those of political integration negotiations on Turkish entry into the EU
remain cumbersome.
—
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The making of high-reliability organizations
How, then, did transnational collaborations deal with this trade-off between the
pros of automatic system stabilization and emergency support, which increased
with the size of synchronous power poois, and the cons of potential cascad
ing blackouts? How did they produce such high levels of reliability that caused
organizational sociologists to view electricity supply as high-reliability orga
nizations? In the exemplary case of the UCPTE we have already seen that
system stabilization was a major argument for the establishment and subse
quent expansion of the power pooi. Yet from its beginning the organization
acknowledged that synchronized collaboration also introduced the possibility
of cross-border cascading failure, where frequency disturbances are transported
throughout the network. Indeed, it quickly decided to make system reliabil
ity a cornerstone of its activity.’08 The UCPTE developed a double strategy:
working for the expansion of synchronized collaboration was accompanied by
measures to prevent or contain this new form of failure. By 1965, when largescale rolling blackouts in the United States prompted a renewed sense of urgency,
the UCPTE had identified a number of potential hazards and associated coun
termeasures that its members should implement.’°9 The overall strategy was that
its power pool should consist of interconnected, yet separately managed, net
works, and that decentralized network managers were responsible for reliability
in their own supply areas. Decentralized organization and vulnerability man
agement thus went hand in hand. Another crucial principle was that allowing
short time disruptions was “more acceptable than the effects of a comprehen
sive network disturbance with an unavoidable interruption of supply for a long
time.”~’°
These principles inspired a set of precautionary measures, A number of design
principles were intended to reduce the chance of disturbance in all member
areas. If disturbances should occur nevertheless, it was important to prevent longlasting damage. Therefore all system elements should have protective equipment,
to automatically disconnect the element whenever system parameters fell below
predefined thresholds, shutting it down before it burned out. Once the system
parameters rose back above their thresholds, the element should be automatically
reconnected. In the blackouts of 1987, 2006 and so on, it was such automatic pro
tection gear that caused the line and generator trippings, and soon after brought
the equipment back online.
To further contain and counter such failures, UCPTE members were to provide
for sufficient backup capacity throughout the interconnected system. In the 1960s,
members were to run extra generator units at all times, corresponding to some
3—5 per cent of the expected load or the largest power station in the pool.
In addition, they were supposed to invest in emergency generators that could
be started relatively quickly, and cross-border interconnections in particular were
to have ample spare capacity to be used in case of disruptions. Later the gen
eral rule became that the entire system must always be operated with at least
what was called “single backup capacity” (so-called N-i backup), denoting that
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if one system element fails, the other elements are able to absorb the additional
load.”
Should cascading failure happen despite these measures, cascading overloads
would be countered by automatically tripping generators, while cascading underloads were to be contained by selectively disconnecting consumers. For this
purpose, members were supposed to develop predetermined load-shedding pro
grams
that is, emergency plans preparing the controlled disconnection of
electricity users (households, industry, and pump storage plants) if the frequency
dropped below a certain threshold. These should preferably be executed auto
matically by means of frequency relays. The blackouts of 1987 and 2006 were
due not to malfunctioning equipment but to such deliberate and controlled load
shedding, which temporarily sacrificed selected consumer areas in order to secure
others. Next, to restore the system after failure, UCPTE members were respon
sible for improving system parameters in their own supply areas. To facilitate
the coordination of such a decentralized response, telephone and telex connec
tions were to be established between the control centers of neighboring members.
A final measure proposed in the mid-1960s was the introduction of monitoring
equipment to detect irregularities in the operation of power stations, load centers,
and international tie lines. These latter grew into data-processing programs, such
as Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition systems, and Energy Management
Systems (compare Chapter 8, this volume).
These measures required considerable investments in the 1950s and 1960s but
seemed to pay off: in the 1970s and 1980s the UCPTE system was considered to be
highly reliable. Simulations suggested that local failures did not lead to cascading
failure and did not compromise overall system security.”2 Incidents such as the
1987 failure confirmed this picture. On the eve of neoliberalization, the UCPTE
concluded that although it could not provide absolute guarantees, its coordinated
purposeful action produced “a very high degree of reliability of power supplies,
without incurring costs which are out of all proportion.” As noted, the orga
nization emphasized time and again that such reliability was best achieved in
the informal and decentralized governance model of the UCPTE, for, as observed
above, the partners knew the particularities of their own systems much better than
any centralized organization could ever hope to.
In the centrally planned, managed and controlled power pools of the Soviet
Union and COMECON, however, one may find similar discourses of high reliabil
ity. According to Vladimir Semenov, long-time employee of the Moscow control
center and professor at the Moscow Power Institute, “centralized control disci
plines and standard protection schemes, coupled with advances in technology,
have continually improved the security and reliability of this transmission sys
tem.”4 Thanks to “this high standard of service,” major Soviet system blackouts
were few and far between, including a blackout in Moscow in December 1948 and
one in Kazakhstan in 1975.”
A number of measures resembled those in Western Europe. For instance, the
COMECON system was equipped with protective gear against short circuiting,
telephone circuits for communication between control centers, and measuring
—
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devices. In terms of operation, the system would function at 50 Hz with a max
iinum deviation of 0.5 Hz; if such deviations lasted longer than 30 minutes,
the load dispatcher was allowed to intervene directly in the planned electric
ity exchange scheme or shed part of the load.”6 And as in the West, the 1965
blackouts in the United States inspired renewed attention to the reliability of the
Eastern European systems.”7
Different from the West, however, was the hierarchical nature of balancing
supply and demand, both in planning and in operation. In the Soviet system,
hierarchical planning meant adjusting generating capacity and power line capac
ity on a 5- to 20-year basis. In addition, Soviet power authorities developed a
three-tier hierarchical system of operational and emergency control, in which
over 60 regional control centers were subordinated to the area control centers
of the regional power poois, which in turn answered to the central Moscow
dispatch center. Orders coming from higher levels were mandatory; lower dis
patch control levels had the freedom to counter local problems only within
these operational guidelines. Since the operating staff at the highest level was
responsible for the security and economy of the overall system, preserving the
overall system had institutionalized priority over subsystems. High reliability
discourse in communist Europe thus applied to the integrity of the primary
grid, rather than continuous supply to individual power consumers. When prais
ing Soviet reliability management in the late 1980s, Moscow Power Institute
engineers observed that the grid operated most reliably with average outages
of up to merely six “system minutes” per annum, without any system col
lapses in the last decades. They did not provide any information on outages
for consumers, which became the primary indicator of reliability in Western
Europe.”8
The technological and organizational means to achieve primary grid reliabil
ity, accordingly, included the central control of power station output and power
flows in the grid. In addition, a comparative study found that “auto-regulation
of consumption” played a large role compared with decentralized systems of the
UCPTE or NORDEL.119 In other words, “disconnecting some of the least essen
tial consumers” was a key strategy for balancing supply and demand.”° In large
parts of the centrally controlled grids of communist Europe, coping with peri
odic power rationing was a daily routine for end users. In Bulgaria, communist-era
power supply is still remembered as the “disco era” since the lights flashed on and
off.’~ In Byelorussia, blackouts were usually quite short and selective for exam
ple, alternating between large apartment ~ In this scheme of securing the
primary grid first, the overall system could be kept up despite ensuing shortages.
Construction delays persisted especially during the 1980s, supply shortages were
common, particularly in winter, and operational reserve capacity of about 1 per
cent was way below the planned level (and below the level in the decentralized
UCPTE system).’2’
These different control regimes collided in 1991 when Central Eastern European
power authorities announced their wish to disconnect their synchronous links
with the Soviet system and connect to the UCPTE instead. The UCPTE demanded
—
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tighter frequency control and national defense plans, whereas load shedding had
previously been arranged by the Prague Central Dispatch organization,’24 Inter
estingly, these and other changes were consistently phrased as “power quality
improvements” rather than adaptation to a different system, reflecting the quality
perceptions of the UCPTE collaboration. After four years of preparation, the new
collaboration became operational.
The invention of vulnerability
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The dynamics of electric EU-ropeanization
We read the entrance of the EU and its direct forerunner organizations as a political
drama in three acts.
In the first decades of experimenting with new forms of supranational gov
ernance in continental Western Europe, energy had been claimed as a major
arena for political integration. Indeed, two of the three European communi
ties the European Coal and Steel Community (1951) and the European Atomic
Energy Community (1957)
were related directly to primary fuels. Electric
ity infrastructure had been considered for the third community, the European
Economic Community (1957), but was ultimately bypassed. This is remarkable
because, at the time, integration theorists and politicians from the six participat
ing states Belgium, the Federal Republic of Germany, France, Italy, Luxembourg,
and the Netherlands saw transnational infrastructure as a producer of integration
spillovers and thus a major candidate for common policy.’27
The reason for this bypass was suggested in the influential Spaak Report prepar
ing the 1957 Treaties of Rome. According to the report, electricity and gas
infrastructure differed from other potential policy domains in their “technical and
economic specificities,” making them less well-suited candidates for a common
policy; they were well dealt with by specialized sector organizations.’28 Thus when
coal issues led the three communities to jointly set up an Interexecutive Work
ing Group on Energy in 1961, they foregrounded energy source problems such
as security of supply in the case of oil and diminishing coal production rather
than infrastructure issues. By the way, despite a number of attempts, a common
fuel policy did not take off either; it was repeatedly frustrated by member states’
concerns for domestic coal market protection. Of these failing proposals, a 1964
Protocol of Agreement on Energy Policy intended to introduce fairer competition
between energy sources, a wider diversification of oil supplies, and prices as low
and stable as possible. In 1967 the Working Group was replaced by a DirectorateGeneral for Energy, which developed Guidelines for a Common Energy Policy,
seeking secure primary fuel supply and low and stable prices. Here electricity was
mentioned briefly as a candidate for common regulations on open access and tar
iffs. Neither was implemented as energy remained “an extremely sensitive area of
national sovereignty”; not even the oil crises of the 1970s inspired a Community
community energy policy.’29 The result relevant to us here is that international
electricity infrastructure governance was organized outside the European Commu
nities framework in the more voluntary and broader membership organizations
that we discussed in the previous sections. Interestingly, the same happened with
transport and communications infrastructure.’30 In addition, in terms of perceived
vulnerabilities, electricity issues seemed negligible compared with concerns about
fossil-fuel energy security and miner employment.
The Second Act, in which electricity became a policy target, opens with the
emerging concept of an Internal Market in the early 1980s, formalized in a
European Commission White Paper by 1985 and the Single European Act by 1986.
By now the Communities also included Denmark, Ireland, Britain, Spain, and
—

—

September 28, 2003, 3:20 a.m. Sunday. A severe storm tips a tree over a power line

cariying Swiss electricity exports to Italy, igniting overloads in Swiss, French, and Italian
power systems. In marked contrast with the events over 80 years earlier at the SwissItalian bordei; French and Swiss power authorities now cut their connections to Italy
to prevent blackout at home. Soon the entire Italian peninsula plunges into darkness.
In Rome, where a million people are participating in the celebration of the Notte Bianca
(“White Night”) festival, subways and elevators come to a halt, trapping passengers
inside. Traffic lights fail and cause massive traffic jams, while 110 trains carlying over
30,000 passengers come to a sudden standstill. Hundreds ofpeople panic. Nationwide,
hospitals report a surge of accidents involving elderly people.’25
After reparation of the failure, Italian, French, and Swiss power authorities blame
each other, but their conflict fades into the background when EU officials get involved.
Earlier European Commission energy security debates had focused on fuel imports and
bunkers. But a week after the “Italian blackout” the security of energy systems, in
particular electrical power, tops the agenda for the upcoming EU energy ministers meet
ing.126 Two months later the European Commission proposes its first directive for the
security of electricity infrastructure. Further encouraged by the “European blackout”
of November 4, 2006, a new EU Agency for the Cooperation of Energy Regulators
is set up in Ljubljana, Slovenia. Furthermore, the power sector yields to EU pressure
and terminates international associations like the UCPTE (now UCTE) and NORDEL,
which had dominated the scene for over half a centumy, replacing them with an
EU-wide association the European Network of Transmission Systems Operators for
Electricity.
—

Thus ended an era in European electric collaboration. The power sector’s discur
sive hegemony on economy and high reliability was definitely challenged, as was
its associated decentralized model of transnational governance. Enter the EU per
ception of “transnational vulnerability,” its claim that only EU-level organization
can make Europe’s power system sound and secure, and its persistent equation
of “Europe” with the EU polity and territory in matters of electric power as well.
By then, vulnerability challenges had already exploded in the Commonwealth of
Independent States due to rapid liberalization of the former Soviet system. What is
more, this system was increasingly externalized as “non-Europe” as EU discourses
on “Europe” became hegemonic. While the implications for Europe’s actual mate
rial infrastructure remain to be seen, the stage seems set for reinventing electrical
Europe on the EU level.

—

—

—

—
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Portugal. Dissatisfied with de facto trade flows, the aim was to reinvigorate the
economic integration process by combating internal frontiers. The White Paper
listed some 300 legislative measures that could reduce physical, technical, and
tax barriers to trade. The Single European Act set a target date for a liberalized
common market by 1992 and defined steps accordingly. It included a target date
(1992, later postponed) for realizing a common energy market, meaning an inter
nal and liberalized common electricity market. The Treaty on the European Union
(1992), finally, added EU involvement in the planning and financing of a “Trans
European Network”; by 1994 the first priority interconnection lists were compiled,
including a number of transnational power lines.’31
Importantly, EU electricity policy-making aimed at economic integration and
(neo)liberalization, not reliability management. EU spokespersons and documents
rarely questioned the reliability of electricity infrastructure and the power sec
tor’s decentralized governance model; the perception that Europe’s electric power
infrastructure was vulnerable still had not taken root. The 1988 European Com
mission policy document “The Internal Energy Market” praised Europe’s highly
interconnected electric power system and recognized that international exchanges
were managed well by sector organizations such as the UCPTE and NORDEL
without government interference.
Instead, EU electricity policy targeted perceived economic and political
vulnerabilities. The European Commission itself was concerned chiefly with social
and economic cohesion and with making Europe more competitive, Note that
in this context “Europe” was identified with EU internal market integration:
newspeak of “the costs of non-Europe” referred to internal fragmentation and
barriers to trade hampering European economic performance, which was deemed
problematic in an ever more competitive world and emerging economic reces
sion.’32 Thus the cost of non-Europe in the energy sector is affecting our economic
performance, The potential benefit of “more Europe” would be twofold: a reduc
tion in costs as a result of greater competition and a reduction in certain unit
costs as a result of the effect of scale and the optimization of investment or
management.’33 To counter “non-Europe” in electricity, the European Commis
sion prioritized “economic and competitive aspects of electricity,” leading to
governance issues such as monopoly control, the common carrier principle in
which users would be able to purchase electricity from any power producer
instead of being tied to the producer in their specific supply area, and open
competition between power producers. The envisaged beneficiaries were large
electricity-intensive industries, which had been lobbying for these principles, but
also small users without substantial political representation. Electricity system reli
ability was mentioned only as a sector-specific concern, not as a primary target;
security of supply still exclusively denoted the availability of primary fuel. Even
in the next step, the formulation of the Trans-European Network program for
electricity infrastructure, reliability and its governance were not problematized.
In addition, the new push for liberalization and Europeanization did not much
affect the power sector’s perception of high reliability. Initially, the UCPTE (soon
renamed UCTE, dropping the “P” for production following the separation of
.
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production and transmission activities) was alarmed by the new developments:
competitive pressures might jeopardize system security and increase the possibili
ties of blackout, for the common carrier principle might complicate international
coordination.”4 Unable to withstand or block EU policy, the organization engaged
in a debate with the European Commission to accommodate its concerns about
EU policy. The result was positive: “the UCTE believes that the new deregulated
market environment is compatible with an adequate level of system reliability.”35
New technologies geared to the new situation were explored, improved, and intro
duced.’36 For instance, by 2000, Wide Area Monitoring Systems (WAMS), as a
supplement to earlier monitoring technology, offered real-time information about
grid conditions in over 30 key nodes in the UCTE network. Such augmented
monitoring was accompanied by innovative WAMS. In addition, UCTE security
rules were tightened, in particular through a security package in 2002. Existing
rules were sharpened and systematized in the eight policies of the UCTE Oper
ational Handbook.’37 As a result, on the eve of the major blackouts of 2003 and
2006, many stakeholders, analysts, and politicians still considered continental
Europe’s electric power system to be extremely secure. The UCTE system ade
quacy forecast for 2003—5 and other documents noted that although cross-border
power flows were increasing and the system was operated near its limits in some
locations, so “the security of the UCTE system as a whole seems to be not at
risk”38
In the Third Act, the “Italian Blackout” of 2003 inspired EU policy-makers to
challenge the high-reliability consensus head on. The ground was prepared by
several other large blackouts that same year the northwestern blackout in Canada
and the United States, in London, and in Sweden and eastern Denmark. The 2006
European blackout underscored the transnational nature of present-day power grid
vulnerability.
Interestingly, these events did not change the high-reliability discourse in power
sector organizations such as the UCTE. The Italian blackout might confirm that
there was little slack in the system at some points, not least where Italian reserve
generation capacity and load-shedding programs were concerned. Yet the distur
bance was contained everywhere except in Italy. Besides, in Italy itself, supply was
restored within five hours in northern Italy and ten hours in the entire main
land. The UCTE found “no fundamental deficiencies in the existing rule-setting of
the UCTE system.”39 The existing decentralized governance mode also remained
unquestioned: “The blackout and subsequent investigation has cast no doubt on
this [decentralized] model in principle. On the contrary, the lack of a grid opera
tor’s empowerment and independence could be identified as a potential security
risk.”40 In the next year, UCTE members again succeeded in running their sys
tems in “a highly secure and reliable manner”; a year later the adequacy forecast
for 2005—15 did not anticipate any major risks either, predicting a “reasonable
security margin” by 2010.’~’ The UCTE interpretation of the “European blackout”
of November 4, 2006 follows the same line of interpretation: most consumers
remained unaffected, while supply to most of those affected was back online
within 30 minutes and to all within two hours.
—
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Yet the UCTE president, Martin Fuchs, observed how, following the Italian
Blackout, the “security of supply issue has come to largely dominate the dis
cussion in terms of energy policy. Transmission system operators’ functions and
activities have never before been a matter of such considerable interest to poli
tics and public.”142 Electricity infrastructure vulnerability quite suddenly became
a key concern of EU policy-makers and entwined with other policy initiatives;
it became an integral part of the movement to extend EU influence into the
domain of transnational electricity infrastructure governance that we summarized
above. Why did this happen? In our interpretation, this concern resonates well
with the rapid emergence of what EU analysts term an EU “security identity”
associated with an emerging “protection policy space.”143 In the last decade or
so, EU policy-makers increasingly focused on transboundary threats, from disas
ter response and counterterrorism to food safety and avian influenza. Moreover,
member-state governments were increasingly inclined to grant the EU powers in
such matters of transnational citizen protection, thus contributing to a qualita
tive as well as a quantitative change in the formal European integration process.
We expect, pending further research, that this context made EU policy-makers sen
sitive and receptive to transnational electricity disruptions such as the 2003 and
2006 blackouts. Either way, unprecedented policy measures followed, not least
the EU’s Third Legislative Package (then still in draft), including plans for an EUwide electricity infrastructure regulatory agency. Notably, in March 2006 half
a year before the 4/11 blackout member states had still rejected the notion of
such agencies.’44 The interconnection of energy networks itself was inscribed into
the Treaty of Lisbon, the amended “European Constitution” that came into force
in 2009.
This EU pressure was stepped up even further after the rejection of the pro
posed European Constitution by French and Dutch voters in 2005. In response,
the new European Commission charm offensive foregrounded the leading role
of the EU in combating climate change, thus adding yet another layer of vul
nerability and urgency to legitimate EU interference.’4’ Facing these combined
pressures of economic, security, and ecological vulnerabilities, the UCTE and other
sector organizations’ interpretation of economical, clean, and high-reliability per
formance and adequate transnational sector governance were no longer politically
convincing. Moreover, important electricity producers recognized new business
opportunities, such as foreign expansion and green subsidy schemes, and this
supported ongoing political developments. In the realm of electricity infras
tructure, international sector organizations followed the European Commission’s
suggestion to merge into the EU-wide European Network of Transmission System
Operators for Electricity (ENTSO-E). Accordingly, the old mesoregional organiza
tions were terminated in 2009. While continuing to contest the EU notion of
transnational electric vulnerabilities, this new infrastructure organization implic
itly copied and implemented the EU version of electrical Europe institutionally
and discursively: “We are the European TSOs. We are ENTSO-E [with an EU man
date] to ensure optimal management of the electricity transmission network and
to allow trading and supplying electricity across borders in the Community.”46
As for the infrastructure hardware, the new organization inscribed the aim of an
—

—

...

“interconnected European grid” in its mission statement. One of its first activities
was to publish a call for projects developing a roadmap towards a pan-European
supergrid to counter Europe’s various electricity threats.’47 Based on the findings
of this chapter, we perceive this initiative as confirmation that yet another round
of interpreting and negotiating Electrical Europe is currently taking place.

Epilogue
November 25, 2005. Heavy snowfall causes electric power intem~ptions throughout the
Netherlands. Supply to the town ofHaaksbergen (25,000 inhabitants) near the German
border is interrupted for between 30 and 61 hours.’48 The Dutch Royal Air Force flies in
emergency generators to serve elderly homes and husbandry farms. Local entrepreneurs
blame the responsible network company Essent Netwerk BV and quarrel about damages.
The Dutch parliament is shocked and demands a thorough inquiry into the adequacy of
the Dutch power grid.’49 This inquiry concluded that the Haaksbergen failure could not
jeopardize the rest of the Dutch system, but the town itself is vulnerable: it is located at
the end of a transmission line. Connecting Haaksbergen and other towns in a similar
position into a ring structure to secure supply from two sides would cost €90 million
annually, while annual profits would amount to only €4 million.
A year later the 2006 European blackout passes nearly unnoticed in the same parlia
mnent.”° In contrast with EU politicians, Dutch MPs are not impressed, After all, many
more faults happen locally, particularly in low- and medium-voltage distribution net
works. Indeed, for consumers and small businesses, the blackout of November 4, 2006
accounted for less than 2 per cent of the annual average power outage per consumer per
year.’5’ Events such as the Haaksbergen local blackout seem much more disruptive and
important. In 2010, Haaksbergen gets its second cable connection.”2
We started this chapter with the so-called European blackout of November 4, 2006.
At first glance this event seemed to represent a remarkable historical irony. Histori
cal actors set up large transnational synchronous power poois that facilitated, next
to power exchanges, immediate mutual support and system stabilization: a distur
bance anywhere in the system would instantaneously be counteracted by all other
machinery in the pool. Transnational electric interdependency thus reduced much
electric vulnerability. Yet it also produced a new vulnerability in the form of cas
cading blackout, as the November 2006 events demonstrated: today a disturbance
in northern Germany can turn off lights in Portugal or Tunisia within seconds.
On closer inspection, however, this displacement of electric vulnerabilities proved
subject to diverging interpretations: while the geography of the blackout signaled
a new form of transnational vulnerability to EU policy-makers, to power-sector
experts its successful containment and quick repair confirmed the secure state of
the European power supply. Electric vulnerabilities, in short, are subject to inter
pretation, contestation, and negotiation in concrete historical and institutional
contexts.
Our subsequent investigation confirmed that vulnerability perceptions were
key, yet moving, targets in the shaping of Electrical Europe: electrical
interdependencies and vulnerabilities were framed differently in the eras of
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isolated power systems, interwar electric nationalism and internationalization,
postwar reconstruction, and ongoing electric EU-ropeanization. One implication
is that present-day EU, state government, or power-sector claims about electric
vulnerabilities should not be taken at face value. Rather, these should be related
to their respective institutional logics. Another implication is that any measure
to reduce present-day vulnerabilities will undoubtedly be criticized in the future
for producing new vulnerabilities of its own. The currently celebrated promise
of European “smart grids,” for instance, may facilitate better real-time control
of transnational power flows and fluctuations, and also balance out disturbances
caused by new unstable renewable energy generators like wind or solar power. Yet
simultaneously, smart grids heavily increase the dependency of electric power sup
ply on information and communication technology infrastructure that can fail or
be hacked.’53
It is thus in the context of such ongoing EU-ropeanization of electricity supply
that we end this chapter with the 2005 Dutch Haaksbergen event. After discussing
magnificent electrotechnical collaborations spanning from Ireland to Siberia and
from Norway to North Africa, the Haaksbergen incident is a welcome reminder
that in the age of pan-European and global systems, the local remains a crucial unit
of design, use, concern, identification, and vulnerability. Moreover, borders still
matter: high-capacity power lines have pierced the Urals and the Mediterranean
as electrical borders of Europe, yet the proximity of Haaksbergen to the DutchGerman border meant that the town was situated at the end of a transmission
line. The primary grid crosses borders, but lower-level transmission lines usually do
not, even in countries that have been at the heart of Europe’s electrical integration
project. Far from being a homogeneous space, Electrical Europe is a complex, mul
tilayered entity of interwoven local, microregional, national, mesoregional, and
transcontinental systems, transcending borders but not erasing them. Europe’s
electrical vulnerability geography follows suit: local failures are frequent, while
rare transnational failures, such as the 2006 European blackout, provide a glimpse
of the selective geographical extension of these complex systems. The importance
of local vs. long-distance failures is interpreted and weighted differently in EU
policy-making, national governments, power companies, and local communities.
It is a key task of transnational history to highlight and interrogate such entan
glements between international, national, and local processes, not to obscure or
erase them. To further this sort of inquiry, the following chapters zoom in on
the interpretation and building of electrical Europe and its vulnerabilities “from
below.”
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